MAXICORE-U REUSABLE BIOPSY GUN

INSTRUCTION FOR USE: It is a reusable full automatic biopsy gun used for histological core samples from soft tissue and organs. MAXICORE-U Gun full automatic biopsy instrument with 2.2 cm advancement.

INDICATIONS: It is used for getting histological core samples from soft tissue and organs.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: This gun should be used by a physician trained in interventional techniques and familiar with the possible side effects typical findings, limitations, indications and contraindications of biopsy procedures. Physician judgement is required when considering biopsy on patients with bleeding disorder or receiving anti-coagulant medications.

STERILIZATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Sterilize either by autoclave or ethyleneoxide. Prior the sterilization instrument should be cleaned and placed in appropriate packing materials.

Although cycle conditions and time will vary, typical conditions for autoclave are 121°C for 40 minutes or 132°C for 15 minutes and EO sterilization; temperature 40°C to 60°C; relative humidity 30 to 70%; gas concentration and exposure time dependent on type of vessel.

NOTE: These instructions are NOT meant to define or suggest any medical or surgical technique. The individual practitioner is responsible for the procedure and technique to be used with this device.